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World cup qualifiers 2020 south america

The South American part of the 2022 World Cup qualifying campaign began as CONMEBOL teams embark on the long road to Qatar. Matchday four sees table-toppers Brazil take on Uruguay while Argentina visits Peru in Lima. Tuesday plays host to each of the 10 South American hopefuls, with Venezuela out to get its first points on the
home board in Chile, and a chance for Colombia to bounce back away to Ecuador. Four of the five conmebol qualifiers can be watched via Fanatiz today, with Venezuela vs Chile showings for free. The streaming platform offers the ability to watch each of the other games in the U.S... Tuesday November 17 - World Cup 2022 qualifiers on
US TV Date Time (US PT/ET) Match Channel November 17 17/4pm Venezuela vs Chile FREE on Fanatiz November 17 / 4pm Ecuador vs Colombia Fanatiz November 17th 15:00 / 18:00 Uruguay vs Brazil Fanatiz November 17th 5:30pm / 7:30pm Peru vs Argentina Fanatiz What has happened so far in the 2022 CONMEBOL World Cup
qualification? Roberto Firmino scored his first brace for Brazil to help selecao take an early lead in the table, defeating Bolivia 5-0. A double by Luis Muriel helped Colombia to a 3-0 victory over Venezuela, which finished in the final phase of qualifying for the 2018 finals in Russia. Argentina were forced to turn to Lionel Messi again to beat
Ecuador, with the six-time Ballon d'Or winner scoring the only goal of the game from the penalty spot. Chile, who lost the 2018 World Cup, also lost by a goal against Uruguay in a 2-1 result secured by a 93rd-minute strike. Watch now with Fanatiz English ( Stream now ) Watch now with Fanatiz Spanish ( Stream now ) Watch now with
Fanatiz Portuguese ( Stream now ) Peru and Paraguay share a point after a thrilling second half that saw four goals scored in a 2-2 draw. The second match saw Brazil and Argentina continue their perfect start, as Neymar scored a hat-trick in a 4-2 win over Peru and Lautaro Martinez and Joaquin Correa were on the scoresheet in
Argentina's win over Bolivia. Two goals from Luis Suárez was not enough for Uruguay as they lost 4-2 to Ecuador. A late goal from Gaston Gimenez gave Paraguay three points on the road in Venezuela, while Chile and Colombia played out a thrilling 2-2 draw. In the third round of matches Brazil had Firmino to thank once again for
keeping her perfect record going, the Liverpool striker scoring the only goal of the game to take down Venezuela. Argentina could not with their opponents as Lionel Messi saw a potential winner dismissed by the VAR on the way to Albiceleste's 1-1 draw with Paraguay. There was a convincing victory for Uruguay, who ran riot 3-0 away to
Colombia in a match notable for Suarez's fourth successful penalty in three games, putting him at the top of the scoring charts; while Ecuador squeezed past Bolivia in La Paz in a 3-2 thriller and Chile got the better of Pacific coast rival Peru in Santiago, with Arturo Vidal scoring both goals in the 2-0 rout of Roja Roja CONMEBOL World
Cup 2022 qualification table # Country P W D L GD Pts 1 Brazil 3 3 0 0 8 9 2 Argentina 3 2 1 0 2 7 3 Ecuador 3 2 0 1 2 6 4 Uruguay 3 2 0 1 2 6 5 Paraguay 3 1 2 0 0 1 5 6 Chile 3 1 1 1 4 7 Colombia 3 1 0 4 8 Peru 3 0 2 -4 1 9 Venezuela 3 0 0 3 -5 0 10 Bolivia 3 0 0 3 -7 0 Watch the South American qualifiers live at Fanatiz. Take your
national team's bunch and get 3 months of free BOGOTA, Colombia In the midst of a global pandemic, one that has hit Latin America particularly hard, the 2022 FIFA World Cup qualifiers kicked off Thursday in South America.Originally scheduled for March, the qualifiers for the most important international soccer tournament were pushed
for October after the global focus of the novel coronavirus. But while live sports are back, viewers aren't. The 10 teams will play each other in empty stadiums. Although most parts of the world are struggling to return to normal, COVID-19 shows no signs of slowing down in some Latin American countries. BrazilAt at least 729 more patients
died in Brazil over the past 24 hours, bringing the death toll in the world's worst-affected third country to 148,957.The health ministry confirmed 27,750 new cases of coronavirus, taking the total count to over 5.28 million. More than 4.41 million patients have recovered in Brazil, which has been the epicenter of the COVID-19 epidemic in
Latin America. Argentina The number of confirmed cases of coronavirus in Argentina reached 856,369 Thursday, with 15,454 new infections daily. TThe additional 485 deaths increased the national death toll to 22,710.The country had one of the largest quarantines in the world, which some Argentines have called quareternal. It began on
March 20, but since then, the government has been forced to loosen restrictions to help revive a suffering economy and alleviate high poverty levels and record unemployment rates. ChileScientists in Chile are investigating a possible mutation of coronavirus in the south of the country, which has seen an unusual spike in cases in recent
weeks. Researchers from the University of Magallanes were able to determine that the strain of cases in May and June were different from those that occurred in the following months, suggesting a possible mutation of the virus. With occupied hospital beds and the number of COVID-19 cases skyrocketing, sick residents from the
Magallaness region are being evacuated to the capital Santiago. The country has reported more than 476,000 cases and 13,167 deaths. ColombiaColombia, which has more than 886,000 confirmed cases of corona, has started vaccination trials with Johnson &amp; The search for volunteers began on September 21st. Healthy adults
aged between 18 and 60 years were required for this first stage of the trial. Authorities explained that about 1,300 volunteers will be needed, and so far, 900 people have registered. The number of participants in the Johnson &amp; Johnson study is the largest of any coronavirus coronavirus vaccine It will include up to 60,000 participants
from the US, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru and South Africa. Mexico will participate in three trials for possible treatments against coronavirus disease developed by Germany and South Korea, Foreign Minister Marcelo Ebrard announced. Ebrard has said his country plans to take part in the trials of an Italian, Russian and German
vaccine. According to the latest data reported by health authorities, Mexico has nearly 800,000 cases and 82,726 deaths from COVID-19. Peruvian Prime Minister Walter Martos said Thursday that the country will not experience a second wave of coronal infections like what is happening in Europe. If a second wave occurs, it would be
very different from what is happening there, he said, arguing that the number of people who have received immunity in Peru is much higher than in European countries. According to President Martin Vizcra, a study conducted by the Ministry of Health shows that about 40% of the population is already infected. Peru has recorded more than
835,600 cases and 33,000 deaths.*With additional writing by Erdogan Cagatay Zontur on the Ankara Anadolu Agency website contains only a portion of the news offered to subscribers to the AA News Broadcasting System (HAS), and in summary form. Please contact us for subscription options. Qatar 2022 © Getty Images Argentina,
Brazil and Venezuela claim major victories Ecuador recorded a record victory over Colombia Read quotes, stats and trivia from ecuador matches 6-1 Colombia Venezuela 2-1 Chile Uruguay 0-2 Brazil Paraguay 2-2 Bolivia Peru 0-2 Argentina Scroll down for trivia, stats, quotes and more for each game. South America's #WorldCup
qualifying standings after matchday 4   pic.twitter.com/Hsd0kx8qUo- FIFA World Cup (@FIFAWorldCup) November 18, 2020 Nicolas Gonzalez and Lautar Martinez beat Argentina 2-0 away to Peru, which lifted them to ten points out of 12 in qatar's 2022 qualifiers. Gonzalez made it two goals to as many internationals after 16
minutes, while Martinez collected a wealthy Leandro Paredes through the ball, rounded the goalkeeper and slipped the ball into the empty net shortly afterwards. Lionel Messi was at his mercurial best in the second half but could not get the goal the game deserved. Argentina, however, will be pleased with the victory in a country in which
they have struggled. Lionel Messi says: We are very happy with the win. We needed it after the other day. From the beginning we played a big game. We created many, many chances and the goals came. A little bit we're getting strong as a team. Lautar Martinez: I think we played a lot football and we are very happy. Against Paraguay,
individually, I didn't play a good game. Today I had to do it right. Did you know that? Lionel Messi made his 142nd Argentina appearance and equalled Cafu as South America's fifth most-capped international Javier Zanetti (143), Javier Mascherano (147), Paulo da Silva (148) and Ivan Hursto (168). Martinez has now scored 11 goals in 21
internationals. Peru have now faced Lionel Messi six times in World Cup qualifiers and, paradoxically, prevented him from scoring in any case. Argentina have not yet lost any away match in Peru in 35 years. Juan Carlos Oblitas secured La Blanquirroja a defeat of La Albiceleste in a Mexico 1986 preliminary. It left Peru demanding victory
in Buenos Aires to reach their fourth World Cup in five attempts, and it was nine minutes away from getting it until Ricardo Gareca tied home an equaliser to snatch Argentina a ticket to the finals. El Tigre duly stayed out of the Argentine team, and went on to become champions at Azteca. World Cup qualifying head-to-head record: 10
Argentina wins; 7 draws; 2 Peru wins Arthur and Richarlison got the goals as Brazil won 2-0 in Uruguay to make it 12 points from a possible 12 in the Qatar 2022 qualifiers. Uruguay remain on six points and are set to lose Edinson Cavani to suspension after they sent him off in the second half for a stamp on Richarlison. Darwin Nunes
broke Ederson's bar as La Celeste made a quick start, but Slezzo took command as half-time wore on and got his reward after 34 minutes. After good work from Danilo and Gabriel Jesus, Arthur, only playing because Allan was not fully fit, found the bottom corner from the edge of the box. Tite's troops were 2-0 up before the break, a
superb Renan Lodi cross firmly headed into the bottom corner by Richarlison. Gabriel Jesus tormented the opposition's defence in the second half, but Brazil were unable to boost their advantage. The frustrated Uruguayans, for their part, got a series of yellow cards and a red one that could cost them dearly. Says Thiago Silva: We are
thrilled. We were without some key players – and our key player, Neymar – but we managed to give a very good performance and win. It's always hard to beat Uruguay. Even if it was without Suarez, an excellent striker, we are very happy to keep another clean sheet. I think you have to be solid defensively to win titles. Richardson on his
goal: That's not my position. My position is to attack in the first place, but I happened to score a goal like that in training and I said to myself, If he worked in training, that's what I'm going to do. Did you know that? Brazil have made their best start to a qualifying campaign in 51 years. With Tostao and Pele running riot, they won all six
preliminaries for Mexico in 1970. Arthur scored his first goal for Brazil in his 21st appearance Thiago Silva made his 93rd international appearance to equal Gilberto Silva as Brazil's 12th most-rated player. Brazil have been unbeaten in World Cup qualifiers since Tity took the reins in 2016, winning 14 and drawing two of 16 games, scoring
42 goals and conceding just five in the process. Oscar Tabarez has never tasted victory against Brazil since taking his reins, losing seven and pulling two. World Cup qualifying head-to-head record: 5 Brazil wins; 5 draws; 1 Uruguay beat Bolivia eked out a 2-2 draw at Asuncion to get their first point in the Qatar 2022 qualifiers and wound
Paraguay's hopes. La Albirroja dominated the game but were able to take their chances. Angel Romero won and converted a 19th-minute penalty to put Paraguay ahead, and almost doubled the lead moments later. However, Bolivia scored twice just before half-time, through Marcelo Martins and Boris Cespeeds, to move on. Paraguay
threw everything at their visitors in the second half. After a goal was denied, Kaku equalised but was unable to find a winner and would be disappointed, despite remaining unbeaten, to be only on six points after four rounds. Oscar Romero quotes: We had so much possession. We were better on the ball, but we couldn't risk it. We need to
maintain our concentration for 90 minutes. Eduardo Berisha: Easy opponents don't exist in these qualifiers. Let's learn from what happened today. We must be able to overcome these difficulties. Did you know that? Bolivia avoided defeat in a World Cup qualifier away to Paraguay for the first time at the tenth attempt. Marcelo Martins
became Bolivia's all-time record 21-goal shooter, outscoring Joaquin Botero. Juan Carlos Arce completed his 12th international goal last time out. The 35-year-old requires one more to go joint-seventh for Bolivia's all-time leading shooters along with two national legends: Maximo Alcocer and Marco Etcheverry. World Cup qualifying head-
to-head record: 10 Paraguay wins; 5 Bolivia wins; 4 draws Country Goal Player Angel Romero Paraguay 4 Luis Suarez Uruguay 4 Arturo Vidal Chile 4 Andre Carrillo Peru 3 Michael Estrada Ecuador 3 Firmino Brazil 3 Marcelo Martins Bolivia 3 Neymar Brazil 3 Ecuador produced a blistering first-half performance en route to a 6-1 victory
over Colombia that powered them to nine points from the first four rounds. Their opponents, meanwhile, remained on four and are now nursing back-to-back defeats in which they have conceded nine goals. Robert Arboleda, Angel Mena, Michael Estrada and Xavier Arreaga - aided by a series of defensive wrongs - had La Tri 4-0 inside
40 minutes, and Cafeteros coach Carlos Queiroz reacted by making four substitutions before half-time. Colombia did pull one back before the break, Duvan Zapata earning a penalty that James Rodriguez stroked home from inside the post. The 29-year-old Everton playmaker did his best to further reduce the deficit at the start of the
second half, but Colombia continued to make defensive mistakes, with Estrada has taken advantage of one. Toluca Forward had the ball in the net after 74 minutes, but was deemed offside. Gonzalo Plata made it 5-1 in good style and although he collected a second yellow card to celebrate his goal, he failed to stop Ecuador boosting the
win through Pervis Estupinan. A magical international Gustavo Alfaro's side was complete. Gustavo Alfaro says: Ecuador has so many players with great potential. I have a team with enough pedigree to match any national team around. Michael Estrada: We knew that Colombia were disappointed because of what happened in Uruguay.
We capitalized on our quick play and got the win. Did you know that? Ecuador equalled their biggest win in World Cup qualifiers. A hat-trick by Eduardo The Tank Hurtado inspired a 5-0 venezuelan hit in 1993. Ecuador broke their record victory over Colombia in the World Cup qualifiers. They had never won before with more than two
goals. La Tri ended a four-game losing run against Los Cafeteros in all competitions. Arboleda's goal was his first for Ecuador in nearly four years. Two goals was the most Ecuador had ever scored before in a World Cup qualifier against Colombia - an amount that took less than 40 minutes to double. In his 80th international, Rodriguez
scored his 23rd goal, leaving him just two shy of second-placed Arnoldo Iguaran for Colombia's all-time top marksmen. Ten yellow cards were given. Last month, in a 4-2 victory over Uruguay, at the age of 18 years and 347 days, Moises Caicedo became the first player born in the 21st century to score in World Cup qualifiers. He made
the middle of the fifth youngest player in history to score in the Qualifiers of South America and the youngest Ecuador, breaking Antonio Valencia's record. World Cup qualifying head-to-head record: 8 Colombia wins; 6 draws; 5 Ecuador beats Salomon Rondon to head home a late winner against Chile to get Venezuela their first points on
the board in the Qatar 2022 qualifiers. La Vinotinto had the better of a first half that finished 1-1, but La Roja had looked the most likely to snatch victory when the 31-year-old turned in an excellent Yeferson Soteldo cross. Darwin Mahis was involved in everything in the early stages and helped set up the opener for Luis Mago. The in-form
Arturo Vidal quickly equalised, but Chile would have been relieved to go into space all square. Reinaldo Ruedo's charges were much better in the second half, with Alexis Sanchez producing some impressive touches, but they were eventually caught at the break and remain on four points from four overs. Did you know that? Vidal went
joint-top of the scoring chart in South America qualifying along with Angel Romero and Luis Suarez (see full leaderboard below). The 33-year-old midfielder scored 32 international goals, leaving him just two behind fourth-placed Ivan Zamorano on Chile's top-ranked list Seasons. Twenty-six caps is what Wuilker Farinez reached today at
the age of just 22 - an incredibly rare occurrence for a goalkeeper. He is just 1.75m tall - again very unusual for a player of his position - and became the first goalkeeper to score at a FIFA U-20 World Cup™ in the Republic of Korea in 2017. It was Venezuela's first home win over Chile in World Cup qualifiers. Cup. Κύπελλο προκριματικά
head-to-head ρεκόρ: 11 Χιλή κερδίζει? 2 ισοπαλίες? 2 Venezuela wins Player Country Goals Games Ratio Luis Suarez Uruguay 25 51 0.49 Lionel Messi Argentina 22 49 0.45 Hernan Crespo Argentina 19 33 0.58 Marcelo Salas Chile 18 32 0.56 Ivan Zamorano Chile 17 24 0.71 Participations Country Best Finish 21 Brazil Winners (1958,
1962, 1970, 1994, 2002) 17 Argentina Winners (1978, 1986) 13 Uruguay Winners (1930, 1950) 9 Chile Third (1962) 8 Paraguay Quarter-finals (2010) 6 Colombia Quarter-finals (2014) 5 Peru Quarter-finals (1970), second group stage (1978) 3 Bolivia Group stage (1930, 1950, 1994) 3 Ecuador Round of 16 (2006) 0 Venezuela N/A Player
Country Goals Games Ratio Pele Brazil 77 91 0.85 Lionel Messi Argentina 71 142 0.50 Neymar Brazil 64 103 0.62 Luis Suarez Uruguay 63 116 0.54 Ronaldo Brazil 62 98 0.63 Romario Brazil 55 70 0.79 Edinson Cavani Uruguay 51 118 0.43 Zico Brazil 48 71 0.68 Alexis Sanchez Chile 45 136 0.33 Sergio Aguero Argentina 41 97 0.42
¡Victoria Vinotinto! Βικτώρια για όλη τη Βενεζουέλα! Vamos Virotinto #Vinotinto pic.twitter.com/xdqilQPKj2- La Virotinto (@SeleVinotinto) 17 Νοεμβρίου 2020 100% ✅ Σύμπνοια αγόρια  pic.twitter.com/64d3tznJdd- Γαβριήλ Ιησούς (@gabrieljesus9) 18 Νοεμβρίου 2020 ΒΡΑΖΙΛΙΑ 100%! #SeleçãoBrasileira
έληξε το 2020 με άλλη μια νίκη. Τώρα υπάρχουν τέσσερις νίκες σε τέσσερις αγώνες που παίζονται στα προκριματικά!  2-0  | #BRAxURUFotos: @lucasfigfoto / CBF pic.twitter.com/BlTDXYBOqc— CBF Ποδόσφαιρο (@CBF_Futebol) 18 Νοεμβρίου 2020 2020
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